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DREAMHUT MINI by YUHUHUGS is recognized with 2015 TOY OF THE YEAR AWARD BY THE
SPANISH TOY MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION IN MADRID, SPAIN.
-In Just Five Seconds, The DreamHut mini Easily Converts To
A Playhouse, Storage Space, Desk, Armoire and MoreMIAMI, FL (June 15, 2015): On June 11th a jury formed by experts in psychology, market
distribution, education, design, media and consumer associations, selected the 2015 Best Toys in
Spain in different game categories: www.mejorjuguete.com
After reviewing and learning about each one of the 79 toys competing, the jury praised the
characteristics of each toy, depending on their design, the recommended age of use, educational
value, originality, etc. to decide which candidates would be recognized in each of the nine
categories in competition.
The jury awarded Yuhuhugs with the 2015 Best Toy in the category of: Home imitation &
Environment and Musical Toys for DreamHut mini.
DreamHut mini is a playhouse to stimulate imagination and thinking, plus when not in use the
piece can blend in with the rest of the room as it resembles a sleek designer armoire.
DreamHut mini‘s features include magnetic walls and panels which change the backdrop, or
dreams, kids can play with; it has erasable surfaces, a blackboard, a foldable table, and a
convenient tablet docking station. The unit includes curtains so kids can travel to their own world
whenever they want to.
DreamHut mini comes with a wealth of customization options. You will soon discover that no two
DreamHut minis are alike. The magnetic surfaces allow children to play all kinds of fun games.
Placing the magnetic sheets, drawing on the blackboard and coloring in the erasable surfaces,
children exercise their imagination and increase their manual abilities. Each DreamHut mini
includes a "dream" of your choice, and you can collect all others to enjoy along with Yuhu and
Hugs, many exciting adventures that will make your gaming experience different each day.
http://www.mejorjuguete.com/product/dreamhut-mini/
Using nothing but the finest, environmentally sustainable materials, these playhouses feature a
stylish compact design that easily opens up in seconds to reveal a stimulating play area and

converts into a sleek armoire when playtime is done.
DreamHut mini has a designated shelf to hold a tablet, where children can download any of four
educational iBooks from iTunes including Farmer for the Day, Adventures in the Castle, Space
Explorers and Underwater Adventures.
Additionally, Yuhuhugs along with a team of child psychologists, teachers and children’s authors
developed 12 Lessons for Greatness that helps children master the 12 most important life-skills
they will need in the future featuring the fun, loveable characters, Yuhu and Hugs. The series
includes 12 engaging lessons for parents and another 12 lessons created just for children. For
children they will be able to have fun and learn while they read and play. For parents it is a guide
to teach and educate young children by means of 12 essential values for good growth.
The DreamHut mini is recommended for children ages 3 to 6, and is available online at
www.Yuhuhugs.com for $1,995. Every DreamHut includes a Dream of your choice in the welcome
package. Additional Dreams or backgrounds are sold separately for $179.00 and the
corresponding iBooks are available on iTunes. The 12 Lessons for Greatness are available for
purchase at www.Yuhuhugs.com under the Lessons for Greatness tab, at
www.playmorebemore.com and via Blurb. They can be purchased either as a book or
downloaded as an e-book.
About Yuhuhugs
Yuhuhugs is a company integrated by a mix of international professionals who have been creating
and developing projects all over the world for over 20 years. Lead by a team of architects who
envisioned a modern piece of furniture made of environmentally friendly materials, assisted by
designers who imagined a playhouse that could easily convert into a cabinet, consulting with
teachers, who wanted a space to cultivate kids’ imagination and creativity. All of them parents,
dreaming of a playhouse that kept the playroom clean and tidy, and then: the kids who
demanded not just one playhouse, but a bunch of them: DreamHut was born.
Yuhuhugs’ mission is to create unique and stimulating spaces that help children to spark their
most precious treasure: their imagination and entice them to dream without any limits. You
cannot live a better life if you haven’t imagined one before. The project’s goal is to help children
to become the strong, independent, honest and brave adults of tomorrow.
For more information visit:
Website: http://www.Yuhuhugs.com/
Website: http://playmorebemore.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Yuhuhugs
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Playmorebemore/391505707671278
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Yuhuhugs
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Playmorebemore
Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/Yuhuhugs/
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/playmorebemore/
Google +: https://plus.google.com/107711338016887220548
Google +: https://plus.google.com/105337377999998850756

About AEFJ
The Spanish Toy Manufacturers Association (Asociación Española Fabricantes Juguetes), is a non
profit organization, founded in 1967. It is the official organization that promotes the Spanish toy
industry interests both in Spain and abroad. Its work is key to monitor and guarantee toy safety,
by enforcing compliance regulations within the industry.
The Association leads the promotion of its member companies, by supporting the relationships
with the Government, consumer organizations, and by promoting the marketing and branding of
Spanish toys by taking part in Trade Shows and Trade Missions all over the world.
For More information visit:
www.aefj.es

